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Abstract
In this publication, the different metal transfer modes of a hot-wire GTAW process with indirect resistive preheating of the wire
are presented. The hot-wire GTAW process is characterized by an additional preheating unit that is used to heat the wire before it
reaches the melt pool. Thus, to preheat the wire, the contact between the melt pool and the wire is not necessary. In order to
examine the metal transfer of the wire, deposition welds are analysed using a high-speed camera with a laser light source as well
as a data acquisition unit. The presented results comprise the impact analysis of the GTAW current, the hot-wire current, the wire
feeding rate, the wire feeding angle as well as the wire feeding direction. The observed metal transfer modes can be characterized
as either a constant melting bridge (cmb) between the wire and the melt pool or a recurring melting bridge (rmb). The analysis
also reveals that the influence of the process parameters and thus the metal transfer mode on the bead properties is only marginal.
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1 Introduction

The demands placed on industrial production, especially with
regard to variant diversity and development time, are constant-
ly growing. In order to respond better to customer wishes,
companies have to reduce the development time for products
on the one hand but on the other hand also need to be able to
produce smaller batches and individual parts economically
[1]. In the industrial production, the individual semi-finished
products are usually produced by processes such as casting,
extrusion or forging, subsequently processed further by ma-
chining and finally joined to form an assembly using various
joining processes. When using additive manufacturing, on the
other hand, the components are produced by building up
layers of material and are then subjected to final processing.
This type of component construction offers a number of ad-
vantages over conventional manufacturing methods. Due to

the layered structure, very sophisticated geometries with com-
plicated undercuts and cavities, such as integrated cooling
channels, can be realized [2]. In addition, the component can
be manufactured near-net-shape, so that a considerable por-
tion of the machining volume can be saved on milled parts,
thus significantly reducing manufacturing time as well as
costs. In recent years, a large number of processes have been
developed for additive manufacturing of metal parts. At pres-
ent, the most commonly used processes are those in which a
powder bed is melted by an energy source (e.g., electron beam
melting or selective laser sintering) [3, 4]. However, arc-based
processes with wire as a filler material are becoming increas-
ingly important. Due to the low investment costs and high
possible melting rates, arc-based processes are mainly used
for the production of large-volume components. The disad-
vantage of these processes is the increased post-processing
effort. For arc-based additive production, processes that are
already established for joint welding, such as gas metal arc
welding (GMAW) and gas tungsten arc welding (GTAW), are
used. However, since these processes were developed for
welding tasks, they have process-related disadvantages for
the application in additive manufacturing. Examples are a de-
pendency of weld formation on the welding direction, if a
filler wire is used, or an extensive heat input into the compo-
nent. As a result, the arc-based additive processes have so far
only been used occasionally in the industrial sector.
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2 GTAW hot-wire processes

GTAW hot-wire welding was developed by Manz and
Saenger in 1964 [5, 6]. For this method, a TIG process is
combined with a wire feed, and the wire is additionally
preheated. This preheating is realized via an electrical poten-
tial between the wire feed and the workpiece. When the con-
tact between the wire and the melt pool (workpiece) is
established, the circuit is closed and resistance heating occurs,
resulting in a sharp increase in the temperature of the wire.
This greatly reduces the heat required for the complete melting
of the wire by the arc and increases the energy input into the
component. Therefore, it is possible to increase the deposition
rate and thus productivity. The resistive heating only takes
place as long as the wire is in contact with the melt pool and
the circuit is thus closed. If the melt bridge is dissolved, the
resistance heating is interrupted so that process instabilities
may occur. As a result of the interrupted heating of the wire,
conventional GTAW hot-wire processes have a very limited
process window [7]. For a high process stability, a sustained
connection between the wire and the melt pool is necessary.
Therefore, the metal transfer in conventional hot-wire process-
es can be characterized as a continuous melting bridge [8].
Furthermore, in conventional hot-wire processes, a deflection
of the arc also occurs as a result of arc blow [7]. This effect has
a strong, often negative, influence on the process. In order to
reduce the influence of the arc blow and increase process
stability as well as productivity, Hori et al. [7] implemented
pulsing of the hot-wire current. During the phases of the pulse
current where no current is flowing, there is also no arc blow
effect. With the use of pulsed hot-wire current, it is possible to

achieve very high wire feeding rates of up to 9 m/min [9–12].
To further improve the drop separation of the wire, a mechan-
ical oscillation of the wire has been proposed by Santangelo
[13] and Henon [14].

Table 1 Experimental parameters

Welding process GTAW hot-wire

Welding position PA

Welding type Deposition welding

Welding torch inclination 0° (neutral)

Electrode type Pure tungsten (green)

Electrode diameter 4 mm

Electrode tip angle 30°

Arc length 6 mm

Base material S235JR

Filler material Solid wire G3Si1

Wire diameter 1.2 mm

Preheating length 30 mm

Current type hot-wire Direct current

Travel speed 5 mm/s

Welding length 50 mm

Process gas Ar

Process gas volume flow 25 l/min

ITIG (reference) 225 A

IHW (reference) 150 A

vHW (reference) 6.5 m/min

α (reference) 70°

Feeding direction (reference) sidefeed

Fig. 1 Schematic illustration of
the TIG hot-wire process with in-
direct resistive preheating of the
wire
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In order to compensate the described problems (small pro-
cess window, arc blow) and to be able to use conventional hot-
wire processes for additive manufacturing, different ap-
proaches have been pursued in the previous development.
Chen et al. [15] developed a process where the wire is melted
using a secondary arc between the electrode and the wire. The
intent is to achieve a decoupling of the melt pool generation
and the melting of the filler material. The wire also is detached
drop by drop and released into the molten bath by using pulse
current, and the drop frequency depends on the frequency of
the pulse current. In this process, the metal transfer can occur
as a continuous melting bridge similar to conventional hot-
wire processes or as a drop-shaped detachment of the hot-
wire similar to that of GMAW processes [16]. This type of
GTAW hot-wire process is accompanied by highly complex
systems technology and process control. An economic appli-
cation of this process has not yet been documented.

A further possibility of additional wire preheating has been
presented by Lv et al. [17]. The filler material is preheated
using a second torch. A second arc is established between
the torch and the filler wire before it is fed to the molten bath.
Therefore, it is possible to completely decouple the preheating
from the GTAW process. This preheating process is accom-
panied by an increase in the complexity of the system tech-
nology. The process was developed primarily for filler mate-
rials with lower electrical resistance, such as copper or alu-
minium. To decouple the preheating and GTAW process, it is
also possible to use inductive preheating of the filler material.
For this purpose, McAninch [18] patented a process using a
coil to increase the temperature of the wire by inductively
heating it, shortly before it is immersed into the melt pool.
Inductive preheating is associated with a more complex struc-
ture and large diameter of the wire feed unit, therefore
resulting in less accessibility.

Another method to preheat filler wire without a connection
to the work piece has been patented by Stol [19]. The
preheating of the hot-wire is realized by resistive heating of
the wire using two successive, electrically insulated contact
points, which are provided within the preheating unit. A hot-

wire current can be applied between these contact points,
which can be flexibly adapted to the wire feed rate.
Furthermore, Spaniol et al. [20] examined the use of the pro-
cess for additive manufacturing. They show that the applica-
tion of the process with a steep wire feeding angle leads to a
direction independent component build-up and high process
stability. Therefore, this process will be investigated in the
context of this contribution.

From previous investigations, it can be seen that a variation of
the technological and geometrical process parameters has a con-
siderable influence on the process stability as well as the bead
geometry [21]. Therefore, in the context of this contribution, the
metal transfer of the process in dependence of the process param-
eters is examined more closely. Furthermore, the influence of the
metal transfer on the inner and outer bead geometry will be
determined.

3 Experimental setup

In Fig. 1, a schematic illustration of the GTAW hot-wire pro-
cess with indirect resistive heating of the wire is shown. For
the investigations, deposition welds were produced. The pa-
rameters shown in Table 1 are used for the reference process.

Fig. 2 Metal transfer for a
welding current ITIG of 225 A
(left) and 250 A (right)
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Fig. 3 Surface tension as a function of the temperature for pure iron (from
[22])
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In order to investigate the influence of the technological and
geometric parameters, those were varied as follows:

& TIG current (ITIG): 225 A and 250 A
& Hot-wire current (IHW): 100–150 A
& Wire feed rate (vHW): 6–8 m/min
& Wire feeding angle (α): 70° and 60°
& Direction of wire feed: sidefeed, frontfeed, rearfeed
& Type of high-speed camera: Photron Fastcam SA4
& Distance between camera and target: 300 mm
& Type of lens: Navitar 12x Zoom Lens System
& Type of illumination laser: Cavilux HF
& Laser wavelength: 808 nm
& Type of optical filters: 808 nm and 810 nm
& Camera sample rate: 5000 fps
& Camera shutter speed: 1/20000 s

For the analysis of the process behaviour, measurements of
the electrical data with a sample rate of 100 kHz and synchro-
nized high-speed video data with a sample rate of 5000 fps
were performed. The video recordings were performed using a
non-invasive laser illumination with a wavelength of 808 nm
and spectral-selective optical filters with a wavelength of
808 nm and 810 nm, respectively.

The produced beads are subjected to an external and inter-
nal bead analysis based on DIN EN ISO 5870 [21]. The bead
height and width are determined using optical 3Dmicroscopy,
the penetration depth by metallographic examinations.

4 Results

4.1 Influence of the TIG current

In this chapter, the influence of the TIG current on the metal
transfer and the process behaviour is described. Figure 2 illus-
trates high-speed camera images of the process area for a TIG
current of 225 A and 250 A.

For both investigated sets of parameters, it can be seen that
the wire tip is completely molten. Due to the high surface
tension, these molten wire tips are only detached when a melt-
ing bridge is formed between the wire and the weld pool. The
melt bridge is then dissolved and the wire tip melted again.
Therefore, the occurring type of metal transfer can be de-
scribed as a recurring melting bridge (rmb). The values for
the surface tension of pure iron are shown in Fig. 3.

From the process pictures shown in Fig. 2, it can be seen
that there are slight differences in the material transition with a
25 A change of the TIG current. In the process with 225 A

Fig. 4 Cross sections for a
welding current ITIG of 225 A
(left) and 250 A (right)

Fig. 5 Metal transfer for a hot-
wire current IHW of 100 A (left)
and 150 A (right)
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TIG current, the melting process of the wire begins after it has
travelled a longer distance within the arc. Additionally, the
molten wire tip is larger than at 250 A.

It can be assumed that the easier detachment of the molten
material is due to a decrease of the surface tension. This de-
crease is caused by an increased temperature of the wire due to
an increased heat input through the arc. The cross sections of
the investigated welds are displayed in Fig. 4. The increased
temperature and thus heat input can be derived from the pen-
etration depth, which is 1.081 mm for 225 A and 1.517 mm
for 250 A, respectively. The decrease in surface tension leads
to a better wetting behaviour, resulting in a contact angle of
64.5° for 250 A and 76.7° for 225 A.

Furthermore, the arc is slightly deflected in the direction of
the melting bridge when the wire establishes contact with the

weld pool. This deflection is introduced immediately when the
wire gets in contact with the weld pool. This indicates that the
current path in the process follows the path of lower electrical
resistance through the contacted filler wire rather than through
the gas to the work piece. This theory is supported by the
evaluation of the voltage signal of the TIG process. A reduc-
tion of the arc voltage during the build-up and an increase of
this voltage during the dissolution of the melt bridge can be
observed.

4.2 Influence of the hot-wire current

In this chapter, the influence of the hot-wire current on the
metal transfer and the process behaviour is described. For this
purpose, process visualizations with a hot-wire current of
100 A and 150 A are shown in Fig. 5.

It can be seen that for a hot-wire current of 100 A, the
wire is in permanent contact with the melting pool. Thus, a
continuous melting bridge (cmb) is formed. In addition,
faltering movements of the filler wire are observable. An
explanation for this can be seen in the fact that the temper-
ature of the wire is too low, i.e. the wire cannot be melted
immediately when it is immersed in the weld pool and is
therefore touching the bottom of the weld pool. This be-
haviour does not impair the process stability and seam
quality [23]. If the hot-wire current is increased, a recurring
melting bridge between the filler wire and the weld pool
with a decrease of the size of the molten wire tip can be
observed. The higher the hot-wire current, the higher the
frequency of the formation and dissolution of the melting
bridge. This can be explained by the increased temperature
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Fig. 7 Different metal transfer
modes recurring melting bridge
(above) and continuous melting
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and decreased surface tension of the wire when leaving the
preheating unit due to an increase in the hot-wire current.

From the performed internal and external bead analysis, it
can be seen that the different types of metal transfer only have
a minor influence on the bead properties; see Fig. 6.

An increase of the hot-wire current results in an increase of
the bead width, which can be related to an increasing temper-
ature of the weld pool. This is due to the higher temperature of
the wire when preheated with higher hot-wire currents, thus
causing a decreasing surface tension of the melt and resulting
in an improved wetting behaviour. A decrease of the bead
height would to be expected. However, regarding the mea-
sured values of the bead height, this trend is not as clear, which
is due to variations in the bead shape, mainly undercuts. This
observation can be taken from the metallurgical examinations.
From the examined parameters, no direct correlation can be
determined regarding the penetration. In Fig. 7, the two types
of metal transfer are shown to further characterize the different
phenomena.

4.3 Influence of the wire feed rate

In this chapter, the influence of the wire feed rate on the
metal transfer and the process behaviour is described. For

this purpose, process visualizations with a wire feed rate
of 6 m/min and 8 m/min are shown in Fig. 8.

The influence of the wire feed rate on the metal transfer
is inverse to the influence of the hot-wire current (see
4.2.). At a wire feed rate of 6.0 m/min, a recurring melting
bridge is formed. When increasing the wire feed rate, the
metal transfer mode changes to a continuous melting
bridge. If the wire feed rate is increased to 8 m/min, a
faltering movement of the wire occurs. The reason for the
described process behaviour can be a decreasing temper-
ature of the wire when leaving the preheating unit as the
wire feed rate increases. Using the measurement method
developed by Spaniol et al. [24], hot-wire temperatures of
900 K for 6 m/min, 870 K for 7 m/min and 840 K for
8 m/min were determined. These temperatures have to be
seen as guidelines due to the changing of the preheating
behaviour during the process.

Fig. 8 Metal transfer for a wire
feed rate vHW of 6 m/min (left)
and 8 m/min (right)
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Fig. 10 Metal transfer for wire feed directions sidefeed (top), frontfeed
(bottom left) and rearfeed (bottom right)
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Figure 9 illustrates the influence of the wire feed rate
on the bead width, the bead height and the penetration. It
is shown that with increased wire feed rates, the bead
width as well as the penetration decrease slightly and
the bead height increases. The described correlation may
be caused by reduced temperatures in the melt pool and
consequently increased viscosity of the melt with increas-
ing wire feed rates.

4.4 Influence of the wire feed direction

Figure 10 illustrates the influence of the wire feed direction on
the metal transfer.

The corresponding cross sections of the welds as well as
the bead images are presented in Figs. 11 and 12.

Rea
It can be seen that the type of metal transfer greatly

varies for the three different wire feed directions. As

already described in Section 4.1., molten material forms
at the wire tip when the wire is fed from the side
(sidefeed). A recurring melting bridge therefore occurs.
When the wire is arranged in front of the arc (frontfeed),
this behaviour occurs analogously. However, it should be
noted that due to the greater distance between the wire tip
and the melt pool, larger molten wire tips are formed (see
Fig. 13).

Using the rearfeed, the wire is in continuous contact with
the molten pool and is therefore melted continuously. With a
shorter distance between the wire tip and the melt pool, a
continuous melting bridge occurs. Although the metal transfer
for the three directions of the wire feed varies greatly, the
respective inner and outer bead geometries appear to be very
similar (see Fig. 14).

The same behaviour can be concluded for the process
stability as well as the appearance of the bead. Welding
defects were not observed whilst performing the inner and
outer bead analysis. Deviations can only be detected for
the penetration.

Fig. 11 Cross sections for wire feed directions sidefeed (top), frontfeed
(bottom left) and rearfeed (bottom right)
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Fig. 12 Top view of the welds for wire feed directions frontfeed (top),
sidefeed (right) and rearfeed (bottom)
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4.5 Influence of the wire feeding angle

As a result of the investigations, a significant difference in
the material transition between the two examined wire
feeding angles (60° and 70°) was found; see Fig. 15.

The main reason for the clear differences in the occurring
types of metal transfer lies in the influence of the arc. At an
inclination angle of 70°, the length of the wire within the arc is
significantly greater than at an angle of 60°. This greater dis-
tance in the arc therefore increases the energy input from the
arc into the wire.

Although a clear difference regarding the occurring metal
transfer can be seen for the investigated wire feeding angles,
the difference regarding outer and inner bead geometry is only
marginal; see Fig. 16.

The change in the wire feeding angle has a clear influ-
ence on the process stability, which was also presented by
Spaniol [23]. The process window for a 70° inclination
angle is significantly bigger than the process window for
a 60° angle.

5 Conclusion

In the context of this contribution, experimental investi-
gations regarding a TIG hot-wire process with an indirect
resistive preheating of the filler wire were carried out. As
previous investigations of the process were limited to the
analysis of the process stability and productivity, this con-
tribution examined the impact of the process parameters
on both the metal transfer and the resulting bead geome-
try. The presented results were derived from high-speed
video data with synchronized recordings of the electrical
data as well as metallographic examinations.

Based on the experimental investigations, two different
metal transfer modes could be observed: a continuous melting
bride and a recurring melting bridge. For the cmb transfer
mode, the wire is in permanent contact with the weld pool
resulting in a continuously transfer of molten material from
the tip of the wire to the base material. In the second material
transfer mode, the contact between wire and weld pool is
temporarily interrupted. Due to the high surface tension of
the melt, the material is not detached from the wire to the weld
pool. The transfer only takes place when a contact between the
filler wire and the weld pool is established. The melting bridge
is then dissolved, and the wire tip is melted again. The tem-
perature of the wire may be regarded as the main factor re-
sponsible for the occurring metal transfer modes, but further
investigations have to be carried out in this respect. In addi-
tion, the analysis clearly reveals that the process parameters
and thus the material transfer mode only have a small influ-
ence on the bead properties within the examined parameter
range. The process can therefore be regarded as direction-in-
dependent, making it particularly suitable for the use in addi-
tive manufacturing. As for a preferred mode of metal transfer,
it can be seen that with a continuous melting bridge, the weld
seems to be more uniform and repeatable. A recurring melting
bridge is on the other hand an indicator for a better process
stability. Further investigations have to be performed to un-
derstand the influence of the metal transfer mode on the me-
chanical properties of the welds.

Fig. 15 Metal transfer for wire
feeding angles of 70° (left) and
60° (right)
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